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Abstract  

Objective: To investigate the human, social and organizational issues surrounding a Computerized 

Physician Order Entry system for Laboratory ordering (CPOE-L) implementation process and to 

analyze their interrelated effects on the system implementation failure in an academic medical setting. 

Second, to provide lessons learned and recommendations on to how to manage challenges of human, 

social and organizational nature surrounding CPOE-L implementations. 

Methods: The themes surrounding CPOE introduction were identified by a heuristic analysis of 

literature on CPOE implementations. The resulting set of themes was applied as a reference model for 

20 semi-structured interviews conducted during the CPOE-L implementation process with 11 persons 

involved in the CPOE-L project and in reviewing all CPOE-L related project documentation. Data was 

additionally gathered by user questionnaires, by user discussion rounds and through an ethnographical 

study performed at the involved clinical and laboratory departments. In analyzing the interview 

transcripts, project documentation and data from user questionnaires and discussion rounds a grounded 

theory approach was applied by the evaluation team to identify problem areas or issues deserving 

further analysis. 

Results: Outlined central problem areas concerning the CPOE-L implementation and their mutual 

relations were depicted in a conceptual interpretative model. Understanding of clinical workflow was 

identified as a key theme pressured by organizational, human and social issues ultimately influencing 

the entire implementation process in a negative way. Vast delays in CPOE introduction, system 

immaturity and under-functionality could all be directly attributed to a superficial understanding of 

workflow. Consequently, final CPOE integration into clinical and laboratory workflows was inhibited 

by both end-users as well as department managers and withdrawal of the CPOE-L system became 

inevitable.  

Conclusion: This case study demonstrates which human, social and organizational issues relevant to 

CPOE implementation cumulatively led to a failure outcome of the CPOE-L pilot introduction. The 

experiences and considerations described in this paper show important issues for CPOE systems to be 

successfully introduced and to be taken into account in future CPOE implementations. Understanding 

and consideration of (clinical) workflow aspects by project managers and the involved clinical 

organization is of extreme importance from the very start of a CPOE implementation process.  
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Introduction 

Though potential benefits abound [1–3], successful implementation of Computerized Physician Order 

Entry (CPOE) systems for electronic entering and retrieving of medical orders is known to be difficult 

and expensive [4,5]. Failure of CPOE introduction seems to be tied to the current lack in 

understanding of current clinical practices surrounding order creation and of how to  integrate CPOE 

into the apparent complexity of order workflow [6]. Sociotechnical approaches that focus on this 

interrelation of organizational environment and technology are considered valuable in enhancing the 

understanding of the CPOE  implementation process [7]. This paper describes the evaluation of a 

failed implementation of a CPOE system for ordering laboratory tests (CPOE-L) at a large university 

hospital, the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in Amsterdam. For a good understanding of the issues 

influencing the CPOE-L project’s failure, the aim of this study is to characterize then nature of 

involved key issues, explore their interrelations, and use these insights to support new implementation 

efforts in our institution and possible other institutions. Frameworks or models that focus on analyzing 

factors that influence the adoption of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have been 

applied in research for decades. Models such as those of Delone and McLean (IS Success model [8]), 

Seddon (variance model of Information System success [9]), Mirani and Lederer (framework to 

measure benefits derived from IS projects [10]), Grover (framework for measuring IS effectiveness 

[11]) and Smithson and Hirscheim (conceptual framework for IS evaluation [12]) analyze the impact, 

success and effectiveness of a system based on different classes of measures such as, among others, 

system quality, information quality, service quality, organizational impact, productivity and system 

usage. However, these models of ICT success cannot be applied in analyzing the variables and 

interpret their mutual interrelations influencing a complete system implementation process, from 

feasibility study to a first pilot phase. Delone and McLean themselves for example argue that ‘top 

management support’ and ‘user involvement’ may cause success rather than being a part of success 

and that their model does not take these variables into account. Other issues that might be relevant to 

an implementation study, such as the culture and organizational characteristics are also not included in 

these IT success models. Sociotechnical based frameworks could yet offer more insight into the 

sociotechnical transfusion of Information Technology (IT) in healthcare and its adoption by its 

intended users. However, existing frameworks such as the IT Adoption Model (ITAM) focuses on the 

individual users’ perspective and attributes of users’ system adoption but fails to operationalize the 

organizational, human and social aspects surrounding a system development and (first) 

implementation effort [13]. The review by Van Der Meijden et al. [14] was likewise aimed at 

identifying attributes to assess the success of electronic health care systems after implementation, not 

at revealing variables and their mutual interdependencies that might have influenced the software 

development life cycle and in the end may explain the nature of the cause of systems’ successes or 
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failures. We were specifically interested in analyzing and interpreting the variables and problem areas 

that may cause CPOE success or failure in order to explain what went wrong during the CPOE-L 

implementation process. Our research focus is on interpreting human, social and organizational 

problems encountered in the entire CPOE-L implementation process, from feasibility to pilot 

implementation. We interpret our results by developing a three layer conceptual model based on the 

analysis of factors influencing CPOE implementation described by Ash et al., Kuperman, Sittig and 

Massaro [4,15–20]. Research of these factors dates back to 1970 and so the knowledge base of CPOE 

implementations has been built on over more than 25 years of experience [21,22]. Recent studies on 

CPOE implementation underscored the importance of understanding clinical workflow as a key issue 

for effective CPOE adoption in clinical practice [6]. But although success and failure factors for CPOE 

implementation have been thoroughly explored in studies on CPOE adoption, the influence of the 

human, social and organizational issues surrounding an implementation process has only limited been 

examined in the literature [23]. The main objective of this study is to investigate the impact and 

interrelation of experienced implementation problems on the whole CPOE-L implementation process 

from feasibility study to pilot introduction in the Academic Medical Center of Amsterdam. In doing 

so, we provide lessons learned and recommendations for acting upon challenges concerning human, 

social and organizational issues during a complete CPOE implementation process.  

 

Research methodology  

A longitudinal study design was chosen to analyze the implementation process of the CPOE-L system; 

from January 2004 until December 2004 [24]. From the restart of the project in June 2004 until the 

pilot implementation in September 2004we conducted 20 semi-structured interviews of approximately 

2 h, with 11 persons involved in the CPOE-L implementation process. All interviews were taped and 

transcribed with consent of the interviewees. The interview script was developed on the basis of 

insights from a heuristic review of CPOE literature. We examined the CPOE literature by 

systematically searching for issues or principles mentioned or described concerning CPOE 

introduction. In “heuristically” analyzing these principles with multiple reviewers we were able to 

define 36 CPOE ‘implementation themes’ to be covered in the interviews. Table 1 summarizes these 

themes in four categories: ‘Policy and strategy of the implementation project’, ‘Project 

organization, resource management and education’, ‘CPOE Technology and system 

development’, and ‘Social, cultural and organizational context’. This categorization is based on 

system evaluation domains known in information technology literature [25] enriched with CPOE 

domains of consideration formulated by Ash et al. [18]. In representing themes in these four domains, 

we aim to evaluate human, social and organizational issues that influenced the CPOE-L 

implementation process. Interview questions were prefaced by stating that the study concerned ‘what  
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you have learned during the CPOE implementation’ and ‘things that happened that you didn’t expect 

or could not have foreseen’. Hence, the focus was both on the insights gained from literature as on 

unforeseen or unanticipated circumstances, both desirable and undesirable. The questions were 

designed to be as neutral as possible to avoid bias. Interviewees were first presented with a theme and 

its description and then asked to openly describe their view on that theme in the CPOE-L 

implementation and its’ (un)foreseen consequences as they had experienced themselves. Interviewees 

were continually stimulated by further probing when discussing a new topic that they related to the 

implementation theme under discussion. In doing so we aimed to gain insight into interrelations 

between implementation issues and their effect on the duration and course of the implementation 

process as perceived by the different interviewees. Table 2 provides an overview of these interviews 

and the themes the interviewees focused on. Apart from interviews, field and documentary historical 

methods were applied. All project documentation was analyzed, both before and after the pilot 

introduction of the system. Observations were made at the sites involved in the project (laboratory 

sites and neurology department) and after the pilot roll-out an ethnographic study was performed that 

observed the end-users during their daily use of the CPOE system. The end-users were asked to keep 

diaries to report on human, social and organizational as well as workflow issues, and to write down a 

list on technical, or other unspecified problems they encountered in practice (self-reported problem 

lists) on a daily basis [26]. This CPOE-L pilot implementation, conducted as a first attempt for system 

roll-out in clinical practice, was subsequently evaluated by means of end-user questionnaires during 

the fourth week of introduction. The questionnaire administered was based on the validated 

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS), complemented with questions on usefulness, 

training and provided user support. Six weeks into its pilot stage, the CPOE-L implementation was 

completely aborted. Meetings with all departments involved were organized to discuss their CPOE-L 

implementation experiences from the perspective of main problem areas and interrelations as 

identified in the CPOE-L implementation analysis. Fig. 1 presents the applied study flow outlined by 

the CPOE-L project implementation process. Researchers from the department of Medical Informatics 

of the Academic Medical Center-University of Amsterdam and an affiliated hospital performed the 

study. Their professional background is in cognitive psychology, medical informatics and social and 

organizational science; their background experience in medical informatics varies between 5 and 25 

years. Interviews were held by the same interviewer, experienced in interview techniques for over 5 

years. Interviews were transcribed and coded bottom-up in conformance with the grounded theory 

approach [27]. The ethnographic methods, observations and analyses of self-reported problem lists by 

the first author during the implementation process provided insight into the current working practices 

and views of potential end-users on the CPOE-L system introduction. Analysis was done iteratively: 

documents and field notes were first analyzed separately. Then, after each set of interviews was 

completed, the first and last author coded them and met to agree on final coding and discussed if root 

patterns could be classified in one of the themes uncovered in literature or if new themes should be 
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added. The second author assisted and supported interpretation and comparing of the analysis results 

on basis of sociological and sociotechnical experience in CPOE system implementation. This 

triangulation of methods and blending of data is known to enhance the scope of detection and the 

validation of results, in this study the human, social and organizational issues influencing the CPOE-L 

implementation [16,28].     

Table 1 – Implementation themes derived from a heuristic analysis of CPOE implementation literature. 

CPOE implementation category Implementation themes 

 

Policy & strategy (political, strategy) 

 

CPOE motivation, communicated 
CPOE vision 
Scope and objectives, transparency 
Top level commitment, higher level support 
Physician leadership/champions 
Contacts, personnel, essential/key people 

Project organization, resource management 
and education 

(managerial, economy, education) 

 

Costs, sufficient funds 
Internal communication and feedback, transparency 
Staging of the implementation, flexible planning and 
strategy 
Requirements analysis, user needs analysis 
Multidisciplinary teamwork 
End-user involvement 
Project evaluation 
User-support during introduction 
Sufficient training before and during introduction 

CPOE Technology and system 

development (technical, functional) 

 

Workflow analysis   
Personal order sets    
Support clinical protocols   
User centered design, usability   
Consistent, intuitive, user friendly interface   
Decision support   
Customization, flexibility, adaptability   
System speed   
Available functionality   
System maturity   
System testing and evaluation   
Multi-dimensional integration 

Social, cultural and organizational context  
(cultural, behavioral, user acceptance)   

Complexity of work practices   
Integration into order workflow   
Value to users   
Collaboration and trust   
Social relations, open attitude   
Culture of involved department   
Power, control and politics   
Organizational readiness   
Involvement of end-users/contacts 
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Setting and background of the CPOE-L implementation process  

The CPOE-L project dated back to 1997. The main purposes of CPOE introduction at that time were 

to improve quality and efficiency in ordering and to offer clinicians the possibility to order diagnostic 

or therapeutic tests electronically. The decision to commence with the laboratory functionality was 

made from the early start of the project. The outpatient laboratory seemed ideal to start with CPOE 

implementation for several reasons: the large volume of laboratory orders requested, the apparent large 

number of incorrectly filled-in orders (33% in 1997), and the fact that the outpatient laboratory had a 

full information technology infrastructure in place. The choice to involve the neurology outpatient 

department in a pilot implementation was also made in the first stage of the project. The neurology 

outpatient department was known for its well-organized working practices including the use of clinical 

protocols. A CPOE database system was purchased, while the clients’ user interfaces of the system 

would be developed in-house. The integration of the CPOE database into the existing ICT 

infrastructure required software changes of the Hospital Information System (HIS). Due to staffing 

changes a new project team was assembled in November 2003 to realize a product version of CPOE-L 

with the target to implement it in the first quarter of 2004. Two information analysts, with a 

background in medical informatics, performed the requirements analyses and developed the system 

specifications. Their experience as clinical information analyst ranged from 5 to 8 years, respectively. 

The system specifications were drawn up in meetings with the outpatient neurology clinical contacts, 

potential system end-users who contributed to the CPOE-L project, and the outpatient laboratory 

contacts of the CPOE-L project, but were also partly based on requirement analyses previously 

performed in 2002. The software engineers, experienced in system development for over 10 years, 

were to develop the user interfaces for the CPOE-L system based on these specifications.   

 

 

Fig. 1 – Timeline CPOE Implementation process and graphical display of the evaluation study flow. 
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Analysis of human, social and organizational issues of the CPOE-
L implementation and their impact on workflow understanding 
and vice-versa  

Table 3 provides an overview of the frequency in which implementation problem themes were 

mentioned and discussed in relation to each other during the interviews. Eight out of the 36 

implementation themes covered in the interviews and document analysis appeared to be associated 

with direct problems in the system implementation process finding its central problem in the 

‘understanding of clinical workflow’. The observation study at the outpatient neurology department 

and the outpatient laboratory validated these results and provided additional insight into the issues 

influencing this understanding of clinical workflow.  

The conceptual model in Fig. 2 depicts these eight main problem themes that influenced the CPOE-L 

implementation process, in circles. The arrows between the circles represent patterns of influence with 

bi-directionality. Texts provided in the figure, either on top of or in the middle of an arrow or on top of 

the circles depict syntax patterns derived from the analyses of field notes, documents and interviews. 

The observational-ethnographical study, conducted during the CPOE-L system’s pilot implementation 

provided insight into the impact of the unresolved issues, more specific the lack of understanding of 

clinical workflow, on problems experienced during the CPOE-L system pilot introduction. Problems 

in system use and disruptions in clinical work that end-users were confronted with on a daily basis 

could be attributed to the issues revealed through the interviews, document analysis and observations 

before pilot introduction of the CPOE-L system. It appeared that, from the beginning of the restart of 

the project in 2004 the project team(s) had tried to reduce the complexity of the CPOE-L 

implementation by dividing it up in separate implementation aspects to be tackled. By working on sub-

aspects the project team(s) assumed that the overarching implementation of the system was being 

handled. However, as departments involved in the CPOE implementation process were contacted 

separately, gaining an integrated view on ordering procedures and ordering workflow was severely 

hampered. As a result, the CPOE-L project lacked a mechanism to act on dynamical changes that 

occurred in both project and department organizations. Needed innovations in organization and order 

workflow of the clinical and laboratory departments were continuously carried through while the pilot 

introduction was being prolonged by the implementation team. For example, the ordering of 

laboratory tests on paper was continuously innovated; at a certain moment in time neurologists only 

had to pick a single paper test ordering form and sign it to order clinical protocol related laboratory 

tests. The initially stated benefits of CPOE implementation to the end users were already partly 

achieved by these relatively (simple) changes in work procedures. At the start of the CPOE project, the 

system implementation was seen as an essential addendum to simplify laboratory test ordering. But as 

a result of the achieved benefits of relatively simple workflow innovations, this need for CPOE 
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decreased and, the interest and collaboration of the departments involved in the CPOE-L project 

diminished. Consequently, the project team only realized far along the course of the implementation 

process that certain AMC laboratories, such as the bacteriology and virology, still worked with paper 

sheets and that several other third party laboratories worked with lab systems incompatible to the 

CPOE-L database.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Three layer conceptual model depicting influencing factor interrelations of the CPlOE project and 

 their perceived effect on workflow.  

 

It became clear that the project’s management grossly underestimated the CPOE-L implementation 

project. The technical infrastructure of some laboratories, though in place, proved to be enormously 

complex and the large number of specialized laboratory services added to this complexity. This 

severely hindered the linkage of the purchased CPOEL database to the Laboratory-Hospital  
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Information System and prolonged the implementation process by 3 months. Linkage of the CPOE-L 

database to specific blood test codes of the laboratory system required updating and supplementing of 

laboratory codes in the CPOE-L database. When these problems were encountered, the project team 

members stated that these implementation issues were instigated by a lack of organizational readiness 

of the laboratory environment to implement CPOE-L. Contrasting to this view is the project team’s 

limited insight into the complicated order workflow of the laboratories that intrinsically contains 

concealed information needs to be covered by a CPOE-L system. As the CPOE-L project team 

initially focused on the technical properties of the system, project actions were design driven and 

based on the CPOE system’s constraints and opportunities. The first result of this approach was that 

project decisions were based on the database layout and potential issues surrounding the CPOE’s 

infrastructure. Second, the project’s communication channeling was unidirectional; project contacts 

delivered input required for defining CPOE-L system contents. Information relevant to the CPOE-L 

project, such as the intermediate changes in order workflow, was not specifically requested by the 

project team and thus not brought to their attention. The project team commissioned department 

contacts to deliver particular information needed for system development without in turn informing 

them on the project status. This cultivated a strong negative attitude among the department contacts 

towards and also loss of trust in system development. Also, the fact that no arrangements had been 

made for time or financial compensation for the department contacts on efforts spent on the CPOE-L 

project intensified these negative attitudes and stimulated diverging interests to CPOE implementation 

between the departments and the CPOE-L project team. Instead of a gradually evolving synergy 

between the departments ’workflows and the CPOE-L system under development, the negative 

attitudes towards the CPOE-L system even promoted changes in project management and continuous 

innovations in the departments’ workflow. The resulting mismatches between the neurology 

department‘s order workflow and the CPOE-L system design were brought to attention by a usability 

study performed on a prototype version of the system [29]. Project time restraints, apparent lack in 

resources and aforementioned database problems were hold accountable by the project team for the 

inability to deal with the revealed usability flaws in the system. However, the analyses of interview 

transcripts revealed that these mismatches between the CPOE system design and the neurology 

department’s workflow resulted from the earliest lack in understanding and consideration of workflow 

issues relevant to the design of the CPOE-L system. Resolving these system flaws would however 

have required too many system changes, for which a large time investment could not be granted. The 

project team likewise failed to anticipate that their limited laboratory order workflow analysis would 

be insufficient to commence with CPOE-L design. The poor understanding of order workflow in the 

earliest development phase of the system subsequently led to severe delays in system development and 

also to the fact that these usability issues could not be solved within an appropriate time span.  
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The CPOE-L pilot implementation  

After a prolonged system implementation process of 8months the project leader nevertheless consulted 

the department heads and decided to introduce a yet immature, but considered ‘ready’, CPOE-L 

system in a pilot phase at the outpatient neurology clinic. The system was considered immature as 

some technical aspects (for example the CPOE linking with the external laboratory systems)were not 

yet taken care of but planned to be realized in the near future. The ethnographical study performed 

during the CPOE-L pilot phase aiming at analyzing the extent of CPOE-L system adoption and 

integration into order workflow, revealed that end-users indeed missed certain system functionalities 

and experienced usability problems in their daily use of the system. In total, 96 problems were 
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described in the self-reported problem lists by end-users at the outpatient laboratory and over 47 by the 

clinical neurology department during the 6-week introduction of the CPOE-L system. These problems 

ranged from direct problems in system use by end-users to problems in system stability and printer 

problems. Also, a 15min increase in patients’ waiting time at the laboratories was reported. Problems 

in system use were said to directly obstruct the laboratory workflow. As the problems encountered 

could not be solved easily, 33 out of the total of 206 laboratory orders (16%) entered by the 

neurologists during this 6 weeks of use of the CPOE system were ordered double and 25 (12%) were 

not ordered at all. While extracting this information from the CPOE database it became clear that 58 

entered laboratory orders could not be realized by the laboratory. Six weeks after the start of the 

CPOE-L pilot, all department heads abandoned the CPOE-L system from their units. The CPOE-L 

project leader thus decided to put the system out of use. Several project meetings were organized in 

order to discuss unresolved issues surrounding the CPOE-L implementation. CPOE-L project 

members as well as project contacts were in agreement that problems in usability, performance, 

system immaturity and poor functionality were the direct cause of system failure. The discussions 

stressed that the root of these problems could indeed be found in pitfalls of the implementation 

strategy and organization of communication in the CPOE-L project. Table 4 recapitulates the analysis 

of the implementation process as described above as lessons learned on the themes of project and 

organization, human and social, and their interrelation with workflow understanding. Because the 

nature of a case study such as this one is not to provide general lessons, the lessons learned from this 

analysis are labeled as ‘hazardous issues’ and ‘prerequisites’ for future implementations. ‘Hazardous 

issues’ are these scenarios described in this case study which pose a potential risk to system 

introduction or how its management is organized. ‘Prerequisites’ are these conditions revealed in this 

case study that can be viewed upon as conceivable prerequisites for new CPOE implementation efforts 

by other institutions.    

Discussion and conclusions  

Studies that describe CPOE implementation efforts have shown that implementing these kind of 

systems is challenging and not only in need of organizational transformation. Abroad variety of 

implementation preconditions should also be fulfilled, including resource commitment, good 

leadership and organizational readiness [30–33]. However, as failure stories continue to arise, it seems 

that issues influencing the course of an implementation process and finally inducing implementation 

failures have not been analyzed fully. Though it is often stated that the issues responsible for CPOE 

implementation failure are mostly unanticipated, elucidating these issues might be helpful to enhance 

new implementation efforts. This study combines a longitudinal analysis of an implementation process 

of a CPOE system with an in-depth analysis of problem themes identified from CPOE literature. It 

revealed the human, social and organizational implementation problems that were attributed to a 
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superficial understanding of (clinical) workflow, and subsequently led to the CPOE-L implementation 

failure. In our research strategy we focused on factors or issues described in CPOE implementation 

literature to be of (potential) influence on a CPOE implementation outcome. This approach limits the 

identification of themes outside of the CPOE literature. Recent publications offer more insight into 

factors possibly influencing health informatics systems’ implementations in general. Brender et al. 

identified 110 success factors and 27 failure criteria distributed on several in essence sociotechnical 

categories [34]. The success and failure factors we identified from the CPOE literature appear to be 

quite similar to the factors identified by Brender et al. This shows that CPOE implementation literature 

covers most factors for success and failure identified in health informatics systems’ implementation 

studies. There are however some CPOE specific technical and functional aspects to be taken into 

account in a CPOE design process such as the need for specific order sets, high system flexibility and 

multi-dimensional integration of the system with the electronic patient record (EPR) and other 

systems. At first sight, a CPOE implementation could therefore be viewed upon as a regular health 

informatics system implementation project. New research on CPOE implementation indeed supports 

this statement. Outcome research on user acceptance, though often reported the major cause for CPOE 

failures, has gradually made way for research into the more intrinsic organizational and workflow 

problems primarily experienced during CPOE adoption in clinical practice [6]. In our CPOE-L study 

all 36 issues identified in the CPOE literature were considered relevant, however our analyses made 

clear that the failure of the CPOE implementation team to adequately guide and coordinate the project 

led to very severe implementation problems. The mismatch between the clinical workflows at the 

laboratory units and the CPOE system design, provoked by the chosen implementation strategy of the 

project team, accounted for the inhibition of the system’s adoption in clinical neurology care. 

Literature elaborates on the importance of an extensive workflow analysis as it is indeed seen as a key 

issue in designing successful systems [6,33,35] without such an analysis, major problems with the 

adaptation to a CPOE system by clinicians after its introduction into clinical practice may occur [36]. 

However, Pratt et al. note that analyzing medical order workflow is a fairly complex and elaborate task 

as work flow is a dynamic process filled with events involving many intricate levels in the 

organization [37]. In managing a system implementation process, focus should not be so much on 

(technical) sub-problems surrounding the implementation, but rather on the overarching relation 

between the development of the system and the clinical workflow the system is to be implemented in. 

Moreover, adjustments in workflows often have to be realized and therefore foreseen to optimally 

profit from a CPOE system implementation. In contrast, literature shows that CPOE systems have 

mostly been designed on very simplistic ordering models. Without understanding the very intricate 

and complex activities of clinical workflow, CPOE systems are unable to cope with ordering 

complexity [38–40]. Then, CPOE success largely depends on the organizational readiness to receive 

CPOE and the readiness of the AMC should therefore have been evaluated and discussed by the 

project team before starting CPOE development [33,41]. Though an organization’s readiness may be 
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determined by technical developments and acknowledgement to changes, its angles such as the IT 

infrastructure, staff expertise, organization of care management processes, and organizational culture 

must be explored fully before starting an implementation process [40]. The fact that the CPOE-L 

implementation was not considered a necessary ‘change process’ from the beginning of the project 

already points at a too simplified view within the AMC on a CPOE implementation. When 

implementing CPOE it must be clear which processes are being targeted for change and how these 

processes relate to other parts of the organization, from order-generating departments to order-

executing departments. In line with this, usability studies can reach their true value to a system’s 

implementation process only if based on extensive insights into clinical workflow and only when those 

results are integrated in system design. The problems users experienced in working with the user 

interfaces of the CPOE-L system during the pilot implementation were an apparent consequence of the 

superficial analysis of workflows. Even the involvement of medical informatics specialists in the 

CPOE-L implementation process did not suffice to reveal the end-users’ tacit knowledge of the 

clinical and laboratory workflow to a level needed for a satisfying CPOE-L design. The most 

prominent solution to bridge this gap between the developers and the users today is to introduce the 

actual engineers of the software directly into the client’s environment [42]. We did conduct an 

ethnographic study but this activity mainly served to investigate the final consequences of the 

encountered implementation problems during the system implementation process on the outcome of 

the CPOE pilot implementation. Yet, amore interventionist approach sensitizes that fieldwork and 

informing of system design should be closely interwoven [43]. An ethnographic analysis on workflow 

should therefore be incorporated into a system implementation process and be performed at predefined 

phases in the software development cycle continuously informing system design in order to build 

systems that could potentially fit (changing) workflows. Our approach was primarily focused on 

gaining understanding into the issues influencing the CPOE-L implementation, with a focus on its 

implementation from the restart in 2003. From this case study, we have learned important lessons 

relating to management and organization of the overall system development process and how to 

integrate these insights into CPOE system design. These lessons are considered extremely valuable in 

the AMC and will continually be incorporated in new implementation projects, thereby promoting the 

AMC organization’s readiness for a new implementation effort of the CPOE-L system. The three layer 

conceptual framework that evolved during this case study helped to understand the cumulative effect 

of those issues that dominated our CPOE-L implementation failure. Case study research can yet serve 

the building of theories [44]. In developing a conceptual model, connecting main problem 

implementation themes, we have shaped a basis for a theory on how to approach and interpret human, 

social and organizational interactions between clinical workflow and CPOE system design [44, 45]. In 

applying these insights to other sites, such a theory may increase and may thereby enhance the success 

of future CPOE implementations.   
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